
 

 
Abstract—Performance of vehicle depends on driving patterns 

and vehicle drive train configuration. Driving patterns depends on 
traffic condition, road condition and driver behavior. HEV design is 
carried out under certain constrain like vehicle operating range, 
acceleration, decelerations, maximum speed and road grades which 
are directly related to the driving patterns. Therefore the detailed 
study on HEV performance over a different drive cycle is required 
for selection and sizing of HEV components. A simple hardware is 
design to measured velocity v/s time profile of the vehicle by 
operating vehicle on Indian roads under real traffic conditions. To 
size the HEV components, a detailed dynamic model of the vehicle is 
developed considering the effect of inertia of rotating components 
like wheels, drive chain, engine and electric motor. Using vehicle 
model and different Indian drive cycles data, total tractive power 
demanded by vehicle and power supplied by individual components 
has been calculated.Using above information selection and estimation 
of component sizing for HEV is carried out so that HEV performs 
efficiently under hostile driving condition. Complete analysis is 
carried out in LABVIEW. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Notation Description Unit 

A Frontal Area Of A Vehicle. m2 
A Acceleration Of A Vehicle. m/s2 
Cd Air Drag Co-efficient. - 
Crf Rolling resistance co-efficient of the front 

wheel. 
- 

Crr Rolling resistance co-efficient of the rear 
wheel. 

- 

EEO Energy output from the storage unit during 
propulsion. 

Joules 

FA Aerodynamic drag force. Newton 
Fac Acceleration force. Newton 
fb Fraction of braking. - 
Fg Grade force. Newton 
FT Total tractive force. Newton 
G Acceleration due to gravity. m/s2

Jd Moment of inertia of the driveline. Kg-m2 
JM Moment of inertia of the motor. Kg-m2

Jw Moment of inertia of the wheel/tire assembly. Kg-m2 
Jc Moment of inertia of internal combustion 

engine. 
Kg-m2 

K Regenerative brake fraction. - 
me Effective mass of the vehicle. Kg 
mv Total mass of the test vehicle. Kg 
mw Mass of the wheel. Kg 
mt Mass of the tire. Kg 
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NF Final drive gear ratio. - 
NT Transmission gear ratio. - 
PEO Power output from the energy storage unit 

during propulsion. 
Watts 

PEI Power input into energy storage during 
braking. 

Watts 

PBI Power input into brake system during 
braking. 

Watts 

PDO Power output from the driveline during 
propulsion. 

Watts 

PDI Power input into driveline during braking. Watts 
PR Power loss during regeneration. Watts 

PMO Power output from the motor during 
propulsion. 

Watts 

PMI Power Input into motor during braking. Watts 
PWO Power output from the wheel/tire assembly 

during propulsion. 
Watts 

PWI Power input into the wheel/tire assembly 
during braking. 

Watts 

PICEO Power output from the ICE. Watts 
PICEI Power input to the ICE.  

re Outer radius of the wheel. Meter 
rt Outer radius of the tire. Meter 
rw Rolling radius of the wheel. Meter 

wM/G Speed Of the motor/generator output shaft. Rpm 
TM/G Torque of the motor/generator set. N-m 
TICE Torque of the internal combustion engine. N-m 
Ρ Density of the air. (Kg/m3) 
Ө Angle of the road from the horizontal axis. rad 
ηt Transmission efficiency. - 
ηf Final drive efficiency. - 
ηICE Efficiency of internal combustion engine. - 
ηM/G Efficiency of motor/generator. - 
ωM/G Angular speed of motor/generator. rad 
HEV Hybrid electric vehicle. - 
FWD Forward wheel drive vehicle. - 
RWD  Rear wheel drive vehicle. - 
AWD All wheel drive vehicle. - 
ICE Internal combustion engine. 

 
 

- 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
OAD vehicles are immerging as the largest source of urban 
air pollution due to rapidly increasing numbers of 

vehicles & very limited use of emission control strategies. Sky 
rising cost of fuel as well as environment impact due to 
emission have drawn attention of many automobile 
manufacturing companies to divert their mind toward the 
development of a HEV. Maximum efforts in HEV research are 
on development of efficient and cost effective HEV 
propulsion system. Performance of the vehicle depends on the 
efficient drive train system as well as on the type of driving 
pattern i.e. type of roads and their physical condition, road 
traffic and driver behavior [1]. 

The driving cycle is a sequence of vehicle operating 
conditions i.e. ideal, acceleration, steady state (const. speed) 
and declaration with respect to time for a given city, region or 
a country. The driving pattern varies from city to city and 
from region to region [2]. Driving cycle can be categorized as 
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synthesized and actual drive cycles [7]. The synthesized drive 
cycles like European, Japanese, California seven modes and 
Indian driving cycle are constructed from a number of 
constant acceleration and constant speed phase. As this cycles 
are complexes in nature, transition between various models are 
somewhat artificial in nature. This type of cycles are 
unsuitable for evaluating power required by vehicle due to its 
gentle acceleration, braking & long period spent in stationary 
mode. Actual driving cycles are derived from the operation of 
test vehicle on the road under real traffic condition. Actual 
drive cycle are best suitable for heterogeneous traffic 
condition which represent short acceleration & declaration 
which are the main mode of operation responsible for higher 
emission and fuel consumption. 

 Initially drive cycles was introduce in vehicle research to 
measure the fuel consumption and emission of the vehicle. 
Indian drive cycle (IDC) was formatted around late 1985 by 
the automotive research Association of India (ARAI) with 
speed and acceleration up to 42 km/h and 0.65m/s2. IDC is a 
simulated drive cycle in a laboratory on test the vehicle. It 
assumes all vehicle activities to be homogeneous irrespective 
of variation in traffic and driving characteristic. Thus it does 
not represent the real world driving. Pune city drive cycle 
measurement was carried out for estimation of emission and 
fuel consumption of conventional vehicle 

 While designing and selecting a HEV configuration and 
component with minimum emission, the constrain impose on 
optimizing the component selection and sizing are vehicle 
range, acceleration, deceleration, maximum speed, road 
grades, level of emission, fuel economy, and amount of 
regenerative power during braking, and downhill operation. 
Almost all factors are directly related to the driving patterns of 
the vehicle. 

Design Specification for HEV may be divided into two 
categories. 

1) Hardware specification: User governed specification 
derived mostly from consumer demand. i.e. the acceleration, 
fuel economy and max speed. Using this sizing of electric 
motor, engine, transmission system, energy storage devices 
like batteries, ultracapacitor etc. can be done. 

2) Software specification: Development of efficient power 
split algorithm between motor and ICE so that vehicle 
emission should be maintained within the regulation limit. 
This control algorithm also takes care of state of charge of 
battery & ultracapacitor as well as engine operation within the 
efficient modes. 

 There are two different types of approaches to define 
vehicle specifications, 1) Selective approach in which the 
optimal sizing of HEV or EV component will be done with 
selected driving Pattern. 2) General approach which 
customizes the hardware & software specification of HEV so 
that it perform reasonably well under diverge driving 
condition. This will not give any optimize result for any 
particular drive cycle.  

[12] proposed evaluation of the merits of alternative vehicle 
design option using drive cycle. Feng & Marc worked on fuel 
economy of conventional Vehicle using drive cycle. Feng& of 

al. presented simulation result on the impacts of driving 
patterns on EV & HEV performance.    

 The focus of this paper is to understand and analyze the 
effect of real time Indian drive cycle on  selction and sizing of 
HEV components. Three real time Indain drive cycles 1) Surat 
city drive cycle (Urban drive cycle), 2) State Highway drive 
cycle, 3) Expressed highway drive cycle are measured using 
microcontroller and LABVIEW. The dynamic model of HEV 
is developed in LABVIEW and using real time Indain drive 
cycle data maximum and average acceleration, maximum and 
average speed, total tractive power and torque and power 
generated under braking conditions are calculated in 
LABVIEW. Using a generalized approach estimation of 
component sizing for HEV is carried out for above  mention 
three Indian drive cycles.  

The objective of this paper is in three folds: 
1) Modeling of vehicle dynamics considering effective 

mass of vehicle. 
2) Measurement of real time Indian drive cycles by 

operating the test vehicle on different types of Indian roads. 
3) Using drive cycle data and derived dynamic model of 

vehicle, power required by the vehicle under different 
operating conditions is calculated. Based on the above 
calculation estimation of component sizing is carried out for a 
vehicle which is to be hybridized.    

 
II.  VEHICLE DYNAMICS 

The test vehicle is configured as a parallel hybrid electric 
vehicle (FWD) as shown in Fig 2 and 4. The components of 
parallel HEV are ICE, transmission and gear system, electric 
motor(BLDC), DC-DC converter, inverter, batteries and 
ultracapacitor.  The power requires to drive a vehicle depends 
on the following factors as shown in Fig (1) [11]: 

    1)  Aerodynamic Drag: Equation (1) is the force due to 
the friction of the body moving through air.   
 

FA =   ρ Cd AV2                                                                          (1) 
    2)  Rolling Resistance: The rolling resistance is primarily 

due to the friction of the vehicle tyre on the road. The rolling 
resistance is approximately constant, and hardly depends on 
vehicle speed. The magnitude of rolling resistance depends 
mainly on the nature of road surface, types of tyre viz. 
pneumatic or solid rubber type and the weight of the vehicle 
and is given by (2). 
 

 Fr= [Crfmf + Crr(1-mr) ]mv g cosө               (2) 
    3)  Grade Force: The force needed to drive the vehicle up 

a slope is given by (3).  
 

Fg= mv g sinө                                      (3) 
 

    4)  Acceleration Force: According to Newton’s seconds 
law, acceleration force is given by (4) 

 
Fac= me  a                                         (4) 
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Fig 1 Forces acting on the vehicle 

 5) Effective Mass Of A Vehicle: All rotating components 
in a vehicle have rotating inertias, and have an effect on 
vehicle performance. Rotating inertia offered by the 
motor/generator, ICE, driveline and wheel/tire assembly are 
considered to calculate the effective mass of a vehicle which is 
given by (5). 

                 me
' =mv+ 4 +  

me=me
' +  + F                     (5) 

  

 
Fig 2 Schematic diagram of a vehicle with rotating inertia at each 

component 
The moment of inertia of wheel/tire assembly is given by (6). 

 
Jw = mw re

2 + mtrt
2                                  (6) 

 Fig 2 shows the basic idea of rotating inertia which is used 
to build the dynamic model of the vehicle. The output power 
is generally less than the input power except that there is no 
translating acceleration, because it has its own rotating inertia. 
Due to this rotating inertia, certain amount of power can be 
stored to the rotating object and the rest of power comes out 
through the output shaft. On the other hand, the stored power 
can be discharged in deceleration and it can be captured and 
stored to a storage system. Note that, in deceleration, the 
direction of angular acceleration [8] becomes opposite to 
acceleration, but the direction of rotation will remain same as 
shown in Fig 3. 

.  
Fig 3 Basic concept of rotating inertia 

 
 
The tractive force is given by (7). 

 

FT=FA+Fr+{ me
' + F} * a                     (7) 

The effected of grade force is not included in (7). 
6) Power Require To Propel The Vehicle: Fig 4 shows the 

power flow of a FWD. The total tractive power required to 
propel the vehicle is given by (8). 

 

PT=V(FA+Fr+{ me
' +  + F} * a)                 (8) 

 The total tractive power, PT, is slightly different from the 
actual tractive power required to propel a vehicle from a 
power source [8]. Power output from the wheel/tire assembly 
during propulsion is given by (9).  

 
PWO= V { FA+ Fr+ mv a}                                    (9) 

 
Fig 4 Power flow diagram of FWD vehicle 

 
 In order to propel the vehicle and driven wheels, it needs 

more power to overcome the rotating inertial force of 
wheel/tire assemblies. Thus the rotating inertial power of 
wheel/tire assemblies could be added to the actual tractive 
power. The power output from driveline is given by (10). 

 
         PDO=V {FA+Fr+ (mv+ 4 )a}                              (10) 

The power output from the motor and ICE which includes 
the efficiencies of the transmission and the final drive, and the 
rotating inertial power is given by (11) and (12).  

 
PMO= [{FA+Fr + me

'a]                          (11) 

PICEO= [{FA+Fr+ me
'a]                          (12) 

Finally considering efficiency and the rotating inertial 
power of M/G and ICE yields the actual tractive power 
required to propel the whole vehicle including rotating 
components is given by (13) and (14). 

 

PEO=
/

[ [{FA+Fr  + me
'a]+ a]           (13) 

PICEI = [ [{FA+ Fr + me
'a]+ a]           (14) 

From the PEO the energy output from the energy storage 
unit EEO can be obtained by integrating PEO over the time 
period of a drive cycle. 

 
EEO =                                                  (15) 
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7) Power Losses During Propulsion: The power losses at 
driveline, M/G and ICE are given by (16), (17), and (18). 
  

PDL=(1- ) [{FA+Fr+ me
'a]                    (16) 

PML=(1 / )
/

[ [{FA+Fr+ me
'a]+ a]    (17) 

PICEL=(1– ) [ [{FA+Fr+ me
'a]+ a]    (18) 

 
       8) Regenerative Brake Power and Energy: In order to 
capture the regenerative brake power/energy, the value of PT 
should always be negative. For example, if the tractive power 
from the M/G is less than the road load but not zero, then the 
vehicle being decelerated because there is not enough tractive 
power to accelerate the vehicle. In this situation, the 
regenerative brake system cannot capture the regenerative [8, 
9,10] brake power/energy. 

Thus when the value of PT is negative, the power input into 
the energy storage unit, which is available to be captured from 
the regenerative braking can be calculated. Multiplying it by a 
regenerative brake ratio and final drive, transmission and 
motor efficiencies for each term yields the power input into 
the storage unit. Fig 5 show the schematic configurations of 
power flow of regenerative braking for FWD. 

 
Fig 5 Power flow diagram of regenerative braking for FWD 

vehicle during braking 
 The power input into the wheel/tire assemblies at ground,  

PWI  by braking is given by (19). 
 

           PWI = V{ FA+ Fr + mva}                                (19) 
 The brake power required at the driven wheels during 

braking is given by (20) considering the effect of wheel inertia 
and brake fraction coefficient fb. 

  
       PBI = fb V { FA+ Fr + (mv+ 4 ) a}                      (20) 

The power input to the drive line is given by (21), where k is 
the regenerative brake fraction. 
 

PDI = kfbV{ FA + Fr + (mv+ 4 ) a}                   (21) 

Applying final drive and transmission efficiencies and 
adding the rotating inertial power of driveline gives the power 
input into the generator [4] which can be captured from the 
driven axles is given by (22).  

 

 PMI= V[kfbV{FA+Fr+(mv+4 )a}+ a ]       (22) 

The power input into the storage unit by regenerative 
braking, PEI is given by (23). 

 

PEI= / PMI+ /  a                          (23) 

      9) Power Losses During Regenerative Braking: The 
power loss during regeneration including all stages of power 
loss   is given by (24). 

 

PR=(1- / )[ PMI + V{ a}]              (24) 

 The torque of M/G and ICE is given by (25) and (26). 
 

       TM/G = 
/

                                                       (25) 

   TICE = 
/

                                                        (26) 

 
IV. MEASUREMENT OF REAL TIME INDIAN DRIVE CYCLE 

The drive cycle is developed for the three different Indian 
roads which reflect existing traffic conditions. The uniqueness 
of this methodology is that the drive cycle is constructed 
considering five important parameters of the time–space 
profile. These parameters are acceleration, deceleration, idle, 
cruise, and the average speed [5,6,7]. Measurement of the 
drive cycle consists of 1) hardware arrangement, and 2) the 
actual measurement of driving data and construction of drive 
cycle.  
1) Hardware Arrangement: Fig 6 represents the schematic 
block diagram for measurement of speed of the vehicle under 
test.  

 
Fig. 6 Block diagram for speed measurement 

 
Real time speed measurement for different types of Indian 

road is done with the help of speed sensor, data acquisition 
system with LABVIEW and microcontroller as show in Fig 7 
and 8. 

 
Fig. 7 Slotted disc and sensor arrangement for speed measurement. 
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TABLE V 
MOTOR AND POWER ELECTRONIC DETAIL FOR HEV 

Motor  15Kw peak power, 48Volts, 
1500rpm, 100 N-m 

ICE 15 Kw, 2500 rpm 
Power Electronics Interface --- 

Peak Power 18 Kwatts 
Dc Buss Voltage 48-50 Volts 
Switching Frequency 20 KHz 

Thermal Dissipation Mode Air Cooled Heat Sink 
 

VI CONCLUSION 
India is a country with dense population and diverse types 

of roads and road conditions.  Under such road conditions the 
vehicle operates with high emissions and fuel consumption. 
Hence in this paper an attempt is made to design and estimate 
the size of HEV components for different driving patterns of 
Indian roads (urban, highway and expressway) , so as to 
reduce the emissions and fuel consumption of the vehicle, 
with the same performance as that of a conventional vehicle. 
The vehicle component ratings are estimated based on virtual 
testing of the vehicle in LABVIEW using power split 
mechanism and proper selection of operating modes of the 
vehicle. In this analysis, increase in the overall mass of the test 
vehicle  due to rotating inertia and the actual variation of 
acceleration, deceleration and  speed of the vehicle has been 
considered to estimate the performance and sizing of vehicle 
components. Due to above consideration the calculated power 
demand of the vehicle under test is more accurate and near to 
the power demand of the actual vehicle operated on the road. 
Even under regeneration, the stored kinetic energy of each 
rotating component starting from wheel to electric motor will 
be used to charge the energy storage device. This helps to size 
the vehicle components more realistically. 
The reduction of emission is achieved by supplying the initial 
acceleration power by the electric motor. A combination of 
ultracapacitor with a battery helps to reduce the size of battery 
as well as the overall weight of the vehicle. 
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